
                                           BBO Friends Ladder          15/7/20 
  

How does the ladder work? 
 

The Ladder operates in a very simple format:  

1. From your start position in the Ladder, determined randomly, you can challenge any pair who are one, two 

or three places above you. If you beat them (even by the slightest margin) you move to one place above 

them. They, and every other pair below them, move down one position. 

2. If a pair challenge you and lose, they cannot challenge again for another three weeks.  

The consequence of 1 and 2 above is that you can’t receive more than three challenges in three weeks, or more 

than one challenge per week on average.  

If a pair lower down the ladder beats a higher placed player, they leapfrog over the defeated pair, who move down 

one place, as will all other pairs beneath them.  Here is an example: 

 
BEFORE:  Blue Belles (10) challenged Blackwood(8), Hales Belles (7) wanted to challenge OAPs (3) but they couldn’t due to 

the maximum 3 places rules so they challenged Raggies (4), and Cathedral (2) challenged Aces High (1) 
 

AFTER:      Update 1: Blue Belles (10) beat Blackwood (8) so they leapfrogged Blackwood (and displaced every pair 
below by one   position).  
Update 2: Two days later in the same week, Hales Belles (7) beat Raggies (4) so they leapfrogged them.  And 
on the same day Cathedral (2) lost to Aces High(1) so they did not leapfrog them. 

 
 

# BEFORE # Update 1 # Update 2 

1 Aces High 1 Aces High 1 Aces High 

2 Cathedral 2 Cathedral 2 Cathedral 

3 OAPs 3 OAPs 3 OAPs 

4 Raggies 4 Raggies 4 Hales Belles 

5 Acolytes 5 Acolytes 5 Raggies 

6 Malcor 6 Malcor 6 Acolytes 

7 Hales Belles 7 Hales Belles 7 Malcor 

8 Blackwood 8 Blue Belles 8 Blue belles 

9 Finesse 9 Blackwood 9 Blackwood 

10 Blue Belles 10 Finesse.  10 Finesse. 

 

Scoring Format 

The default scoring format is Match Points (MPs) rather than IMPs. Given the range of skill levels in our group, this 

will be much fairer for the less experienced players.  It works like this: 

Each pair’s raw scores per board will be calculated in the same way as in a duplicate bridge event at your local club – 

e.g. making 2S+1 scores 140. The pair’s score on each board will be compared with most recent results of the same 

board at  15 other BBO tables.  Suppose you are East West. Your score will be compared with those of the other 15 

East West pairs. For every East West Pair you beat on a board you get two match points. For each pair you tie with 

you get one match point, and if you lose the board you get zero match points. There are 30 available match points 

(15 x 2), so if you beat eight pairs and tie with one pair you score 8 x 2 + 1 = 17 MPs out of 30, = 56.7%. Your North 

South opponents are compared with all the other North West pairs, and not surprisingly their score will be 43.3% 

(100% - 56.7%).  As you progress through the match the cumulative % score is displayed on your screen, here in the 

bottom left hand corner but the exact location depends on the device you are using.   



                                                                                 

 

 

This means that unlike the situation when playing IMPs, with Match Point Scoring a massive win or loss on one 

board will have only a limited effect on your cumulative score. A ‘bottom’ is a ‘bottom’.   If you get a bottom’ with 

a score of -1120 on one board, playing an experienced pair who bid and made a very tricky vulnerable slam, and 

you then get a ‘top’ with +170 on the next board because you stayed in a part score contract while everyone else 

bid game and went off , your % score over the two boards = 50%!! 

Although the score box on the screen gives a good indication of which pair has won the match, the final binding 

result is that which is shown in the BBO Hand Record for the match. Here is  a short video showing you how to access 

your Hand Record.  https://studio.youtube.com/video/iTgLfsAMKZU/edit/basic 

As a precaution in case the Hand Record System goes down, you should agree a provisional result with your 

opponents using BBO ‘Chat’ before leaving the table.   

Please note that there is a new email address specifically for sending in results of matches, and nothing else:           

bboladder@gmail.com  
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